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How Many Trains Do You Have? Graphing
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How Many Trains Do You Have? Tally Marks

Train 
Color

Tally Marks Total
What color do 
you have the 
most of?

__________________

What color do 
you have the 
least of?

__________________

Blue Trains

Red Trains

Green Trains

Brown Trains

Coal cars



Compare Your Trains
Do you have more red or blue trains?

____________    ___________

            

Do you have more green or blue trains?

___________      ___________

            

Do you have more green or brown trains?

___________       ___________

                             
           

Do you have more red or brown trains?

___________       ___________

                  



Add Your Trains
Add the red and blue trains.

_____  +  _____ = _____

            

Add the green and blue trains.

_____  +  _____ = _____

            

Add the green and brown trains.

_____  +  _____ = _____

                             
           

Add the red and brown trains.

_____  +  _____ = _____

                  



Number Line Math

___ + ___ = ___ ___ - ___ = ___

___ + ___ = ___ ___ - ___ = ___

___ + ___ = ___ ___ - ___ = ___

___ + ___ = ___ ___ - ___ = ___



Measuring Trains

How long is one Thomas train? _________

How long are Thomas and James? __________

How long are Gordon and his coal car? __________

How long are Thomas, Percy, and Toby? _________


